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In this issue: 
We approach the problem of the
‘bureaucratic beast’ in relationships
between development partners from
different angles. In Viewpoint, one
Central American colleague asks where
he can find partners who don’t cripple
his organisation’s effectiveness with
demands for paperwork. Katie Wright
takes a birds-eye view of development
trends that have led to results-based
management. Jamal Kidwai shows how
work that challenges inequalities
necessarily becomes political – which in
turn makes it uncomfortable for donors
and the state to support. 

Taking an INGO perspective, Sinead
Walsh discusses common-sense good
practice in development partnerships in
order to balance paperwork with
relationships. Finally, Colin Kirk uses his
experience in DFID and multilateral
development finance institutions to
point out that donors are also fed up
with the oversight ‘machine’. INTRAC
hopes to move forward and address this
situation that nobody seems to be happy
with – watch our activities for more
news. 

Have we forgotten what it takes to be a
good donor? Is partnership something

we aim for but fail to achieve? Has the
model of northern NGOs supporting
southern groups through feelings of
solidarity, funding, light-touch technical
assistance and mutually agreed advocacy
come to an end? 

This article was written by the Director of
a Latin American NGO who contacted
me in a personal capacity. I felt that
behind his evident frustration lay some
serious concerns. With his permission we
have reproduced the essence of his note.
The note raises issues of decreasing trust
between agencies who have worked
together for many years, and of increasing
and sometimes excessive procedures
which, from his perspective, have not only
done little to improve his work but in fact
have reduced the efficiency and
effectiveness of his agency. Several
northern NGOs which were traditionally
led by partnership policies now provide
less support in real terms to partners than
they used to, as their own programmes
absorb increasing proportions of their
resources. Meanwhile some other donor
NGOs seem to be captives of policies
stemming from both their decisions and
those of their back donors. As one senior
employee of a large European agency put
it to me recently, ‘is this where we really
wanted to be when we started this work
20 years ago?’  

This issue of ONTRAC uses these
concerns as a starting point for us all in
the aid chain to examine the different
pressures that have led us to this point.
.................................................................
Because of ever-rising prices and the
decreased value of the dollar, our funds
don’t cover our operational costs
anymore, but our regular long-term
donors have not considered increasing
their contributions. And it seems rather
difficult to convince them of the need to

increase their funding, although we shall
try to convince them. Thus, we need more
donors, but I think we also need funding
sources of a new kind. 

Our present donors [European NGOs] –
after providing support for many
undertakings over the last 25 years – are
now threatening to gradually immobilise
our work by imposing an ever-increasing
amount of bureaucracy and administrative
demands. Behind that lies a never
addressed lack of trust in north–south
relations which they have been trying for
many years to match with an absurd
amount of control over the use of funds. 

Another factor is that they keep
exporting their bureaucracy to us in order
to keep their own administrative costs low
– after being publicly criticised for high
administrative costs since the 1990s. We
continue to receive their support, but the
amounts don’t cover the costs of our
activities and keep us excessively busy in
things which take our centre and energies
away from the core task that they fund us
for. 

This situation has really got out of hand,
and the donors would never believe how

Control and effectiveness in aid
partnerships

viewpoint

continued on page 2...
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In the 1990s NGOs were criticised for
‘losing their roots’ – focusing on upward
accountability to donors and diverting
attention away from those they claim to
serve. If NGOs are to be legitimate actors
in the fight against poverty it is inescapable
that they should be accountable to those at
the grassroots. 

At the same time, it is both unavoidable
and legitimate that NGOs should be
expected to prove financial
accountability to donors and tax payers.
Intense competition from other
providers to the poor has created an
environment where NGOs have had to
prove their added value. It is perfectly
reasonable that NGOs should, alongside
other actors, be required to
demonstrate financial accountability
and have indicators to measure their
social performance. 

But the problem is that in the shift to
results-based management
‘development’ has come to mean
fulfilment of the MDGs for many, and
for policy makers in particular. A
conceptualisation of  ‘development’
based on structural societal
transformation has slipped from view to
be replaced with performance
indicators such as the MDGs. Aid
harmonisation measures, as enshrined
in the Paris Declaration, have
reinforced indicators and outcome-
based performance management as
themselves constituting development. 

These shifts in the global
aid architecture are
encouraging frontline
practitioners to question,
‘what is development?’
Has a focus on results-
based management truly
increased aid efficiency? Or has it
undermined previous
conceptualisations of development
based on process through participation,
solidarity and partnership? And what
then should be the goal of
development? 

Development as economic
outcomes and indicators: How
did we end up here?
In tracing the historical shifts in
international development policy,

Sumner and Tribe (2008) argue that the
meaning of development has expanded
(or perhaps shifted) from societal
transformation in the 1950s and 60s to
economic growth, then to income
poverty reduction, and finally to multi-
dimensional poverty reduction in the
late 1990s and early 2000s.
Development has been associated with
(perceived good) change in some form
or other – be it structural societal
change such as industrialisation and
urbanisation, or changes in desirable
outcomes such as GDP growth, income
poverty reduction or multi-dimensional
poverty reduction.

As outlined in this study, in the late
1960s, Seers’ The Meaning of
Development (1969) led to a rethinking
of development away from reliance
solely on growth in GDP per capita
income. Seers launched the paradigm
shift to broader understandings of
development beyond GDP per capita
and into ‘basic needs’. 

In the 1970s this was expanded further
to include not only income and
employment but also the physical
necessities for a basic standard of living
such as food, shelter and public goods.

Much of the
research was led by
the International
Labour Office,
particularly
through its World
Employment

Programme. This coincided with the
emergence of  ‘levels of living
indicators’ due to dissatisfaction with
the use of income per capita as a
measure of welfare and of development.

In the 1980s growth and adjustment
dominated as poverty reduction
disappeared off the radar, only to return
largely as a result of the social impacts
of adjustment and export-led growth.

By the 1990s development thinking
and policy were fundamentally

Management for results: Where do
we go from here?

We need a forward-looking
rights and redistribution

agenda that addresses unequal
power relationships

little “real” work we now do, while
“feeding” and being part of a complex
donor machine and context.1 For us, it’s
most frustrating, as we live and feel and
are deeply committed to the problems in
the field in very direct ways. This situation
also takes an increasing amount of time
and tranquility out of our more personal
and creative time. 

Thus we reached the conclusion that we
need sponsors of a new kind, more
straightforward people, maybe also
individuals or families; sponsors interested
in social innovation and who are prepared
to gamble on the positive contribution
of meaningful, essential grassroots
work. Donors who are prepared to trust
us not on the basis of (supposedly) reliable
accounting, but on real criteria like
tangible and visible everyday work and
the changes and potential it
produces. People willing to build a
meaningful, direct, maybe personal
relationships with us because they see and
believe that we work for a new and
different future. People really interested in
and committed to what we do (the
present donors often don’t really care
anymore). Obviously, there always has to
be transparency and economic
accountability for the funds in future too,
but this must not be the most important
part.
................................................................

I am not sure how to answer the questions
raised in this piece, and whether there are
such ‘new donors’ or whether the new
philanthropy is too tied to a dated form of
technical quick fix. If readers feel they can
offer advice we will be pleased to pass on
your views. 

Based on the work of INTRAC we
suspect that these problems are not
unique. Indeed, many donor agencies also
feel the same level of frustration that they
seem unable to break out of the often
unnecessary constraints within which they
are working. Let us hope that we can
regain some of the trust, partnership and
common values which seem to have been
lost over recent years.

Brian Pratt,
Executive Director, INTRAC

bpratt@intrac.org

‘Development’ based
on structural social
transformation has
been replaced with

performance indicators

1 When asked how much time he thought
that these commitments took, he estimated
around 80% of his time as Director and
50% of his colleagues’ at the next level
down in the organisation.
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Civil Society and
the War on
Terror
Kasturi Sen with Tim Morris
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Aggravated
poverty and
insecurity, the

loss of livelihoods, the breakdown of trust
and hope – these are some of the
consequences of the war on terror. These
points were reiterated throughout a series
of workshops organised by INTRAC in
2006-07, and run by southern and
northern civil society groups in six
regions of the world. More than 200
participants from some 40 countries were
involved.

While international terrorism remains a
threat for countries across the world, for
low-income urban populations it is the
acts of everyday violence – including
exposure to hunger, poor sanitation,
illness, disease, crime and civil conflict
– which explain why the overriding
concern remains the persistence of
poverty.

The ways in which counter-terrorism
measures have undermined ordinary
peoples’ livelihoods were the main subject
of debates at workshops as far apart as
Bishkek and Beirut. This book draws
together the discussion and debates from
all of the workshops. It highlights the
drastic pressures being placed upon civil
society, primarily in the name of northern
security concerns. A veritable industry has
been created and is being used mainly to
oppress and silence dissent. This does not
augur well for either democracy or
development.

3www.intrac.org

reshaped by the work of Amartya Sen
and the new annual development
report, the Human Development Report,
launched in 1990 by the United
Nations Development Programme
(UNDP). It provided a new framework
known as ‘human development’ or
Amartya Sen’s ‘capabilities approach’
and a related set of composite
indicators led by the UNDP Human
Development Index. 

Sen, Nussbaum and UNDP (1990-
2007) argued that development is not,
as previously conceived, based on
desire fulfilment (utility or
consumption measured by a proxy for
income – GDP per capita). Sen has
argued that there is a broad set of
conditions (including being fed,
healthy, clothed and educated) that
together constitute well-being. 

The next turning point came in
2000/1 where the publication of the
World Development Report coincided
with the UN Millennium Assembly in
New York, on 18 September 2000.
Here all countries signed the
Millennium Declaration from which
the Millennium Development Goals –
poverty reduction targets for 2015 –
were derived. The aid harmonisation
agenda can be seen as a further
extension of an indicators and
outcomes-based conceptualisation of
development. 

In this context, development is
increasingly being viewed as a short- to
medium-term outcome of desirable
targets such as GDP growth or the
MDGs, rather than as a process or a
discourse. Saith (2007) has argued
strongly that the MDGs and results-
based management have distorted
development research and practice
from a focus on participatory process,
empowerment and structural change to
one focused on outcomes and
indicators. 

Where do we go from here?
Saith and others including INTRAC
are now calling for a forward-looking
rights and redistribution-type agenda
based on addressing national and
international inequality and unequal
power relationships. As we move closer

to 2015 discussions will begin on the
post-2015 architecture. Livelihoods via
assets and vulnerability, politics and
governance, and well-being are all
possible future avenues for
development. 

We need to move away from a
conceptualisation of development
based on a set of short- to medium-
term economic outcome-based
indicators. Such an understanding of
development is burdensome for aid
agencies and (as outlined in the
Viewpoint) can undermine the ‘real’
work of NGOs. Thinking ahead to
2015, indicators need to become more
process-based. 

What might such indicators look like?
Civil society organisations need to
think about the kind of process
indicators that they might like to be
judged by. A new conceptualisation of
development would move away from
development as the fulfilment of the
MDGs, towards development as a
process that is both transformative and
reduces poverty. 

Katie Wright
Senior Researcher, INTRAC

kwright@intrac.org
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NGOs working on issues of conflict and
violence in India have always had a difficult
relationship with both the donor agencies and
the government in several ways, compared to
NGOs working on other issues such as
livelihoods, health and education.

There are several reasons for this. First, all
NGOs in India have to be registered as
either as a Trust or as a Society. The law
that governs these institutions states that
bodies registered with a Trust or Society
cannot overtly or covertly participate in
any political activity. This clause is a major
hindrance for NGOs working on conflict
issues because all conflicts, whether
communal, caste, gender or ethnic, have
direct political implications. So for
example, if the state or a militant group
commits human rights violations in
North East India, Kashmir or any other
part of India, NGOs are handicapped if
they want to directly name the
perpetrators of human rights violators and
demand that they be punished because it
may be seen as interference in the
political affairs of the country. 

Second, NGOs that receive foreign funds
are often placed in a moral and ethical
political predicament. In India, as in some
other parts of the world, there has always
been a tendency on the part of both the
government and large sections of civil
society to equate international donations
as interference by a foreign country in the
domestic political affairs of India. Some
sections accuse NGOs who receive

foreign funds of fulfilling the political and
social agenda of the donor country. This
accusation is levelled especially at NGOs
that are addressing conflict. 

Inappropriate evaluation
methodology
Third, issues of conflict and violence are
relatively new concepts and areas of work
for Indian NGOs when compared to
apparently ‘apolitical’ and ‘humanitarian’
issues such as hunger, shelter, or the
rehabilitation of victims of natural
disasters. A typical donor agency in India
uses a methodology of judging and
evaluating the performance of NGOs that
is usually designed for organisations
working on outcomes such as how many
houses were constructed or how many
food packets were distributed after a
flood. For NGOs working on mitigating
violence and conflict resolution, such
evaluation methods do not work. 

There are several important issues that
need to be addressed in this context. It is
my contention that sometimes NGOs
cannot remain neutral observers in a
conflict situation. A progressive NGO
would have to take sides if the conflict is
to be resolved in a just manner. Take for

example a case of conflict that arises due
to the denial of minimum wages to
landless rural workers, a common practice
in hinterland India. It will be the mandate
of any progressive NGO to ensure that
the demands of the labourers are met. The
strategy may require actions such as
demonstrations, lobbying and strikes.
Many donor agencies are uncomfortable
funding such activities because they are
very different from more obvious
charitable work like distributing blankets
and building roads. 

Similarly, in a violent conflict situation, an
NGO may have to carry out activities at
several levels where the outcome cannot
be predicted in a given timeframe. The
strategy here may involve, on one hand,
sustained and long-term interaction with
the opposition political parties to resolve
conflict in a non-violent manner, and on
the other, trauma counselling and
rehabilitation of victims of violence.
Again, traditional reporting and
monitoring methodologies that donor
agencies follow may be incapable of
appreciating the work of NGO in such
cases. 

And finally, in the era of multinational
and finance capital-led globalisation, new
conflicts are arising in developing
countries like India. Phenomena such as
the large-scale forced displacement of
traditional communities in rural areas and
curtailment of the rights of factory
labourers in urban areas are creating
significant unrest and making the victims
of globalisation attracted to extreme
ideologies that propagate violence. 

Many donor agencies that fund NGOs in
India get their resources from large
corporations which have a business stake
in such a model of globalisation. Because
of this these agencies are unwilling to
fund NGOs that complement the voices
of the dispossessed. In other words,
instead of resolving conflict, on the
contrary they are generating it.

Jamal Kidwai
AMAN Trust

jkidwai@rediffmail.com

Funding compliance in times of protest

Donor agencies are
uncomfortable funding political
activities because they are very

different from more obvious
charitable work

A protest rally staged by pro-democratic political parties in Kathmandu, Nepal.
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Why do international NGOs (INGOs)
sometimes place excessive demands on their
local partners? From my experience working on
both sides of partnerships in East Africa and
South Asia, one reason is a lack of trust in the
relationship between INGOs and their
partners. I’d like to look at why this is, before
concluding with some suggestions on reducing
these excessive demands which take time away
from programming. 

Low trust due to poor selection
Local NGOs often feel mistrusted when
their INGO partners constantly demand
proof that the work they are doing is
effective. In the cases where this feeling is
valid, what causes INGOs to mistrust
their partners?

Sometimes local NGOs can be
ineffective, insincere, or simply corrupt.
This should not surprise us. Dishonesty
and incompetence can occur in all sectors
and INGOs themselves are certainly not
immune.1

What is more surprising is how often we
INGOs end up working with corrupt or
ineffective organisations. I believe that this
is partly due to the pressure, sometimes
from donors and sometimes from our
own internal policies, that makes us feel
that we have to work
with local partners, no
matter what. This can
lead to undiscerning
selection processes and
encourage the creation
or continuation of
organisations which do not benefit poor
and marginalised people. Negative
experiences with such organisations are
one of the factors that lead INGOs and
donors to impose excessive monitoring
and reporting requirements.

However, we should recognise that poor
partners are not going to improve simply
due to these requirements. On the
contrary, excessive requirements are a
waste of everybody’s time and resources. 

Select well
INGOs should aim to work with partners
who they can ultimately trust. The first
step in this is a good selection process.
This means selecting partners who either

have a proven track record or who seem
to have the potential to bring about
positive social change. In areas where few
organisations work, partnership will carry
additional risk and organisations may have
no track record. In these cases, selection
may entail assessing the integrity and
commitment of an organisation’s leader.

This kind of selection process is not easy
and will require spending time together
in discussions, and not simply asking the
local NGO to fill in a checklist to see if

they meet certain
criteria. INGOs should
visit the communities
and ask them about
the track record of the
NGO. They should
also have discussions

with previous donors of the organisation,
if there are any, to learn more about its
history and to assist in making an
informed decision. 

Build trust
Once a partner is selected, INGOs need
to invest in building their relationship.
Relationships do not get built over
reporting on logframe indicators, but
rather through spending time together,
visiting projects, discussing problems
informally etc. INGOs need to be open
to hearing about problems, rather than
pretending that they don’t exist, which is
often what our reporting systems
promote by focussing so much on
achievements and targets. 

Be creative in reducing
requirements
We should be more creative with our
monitoring and reporting requirements,
and only ask for information that we or
our partners will actually use for learning
or accountability purposes. 

We should also differentiate our
requirements based on the track record of
the partner. It will always be necessary to
have minimum standard requirements, but
if our relationship is strong and our
partner has demonstrated their sincerity
and effectiveness, we should let them get
on with the work with as few distractions
as possible. 

Another useful way to reduce
requirements on partners is to harmonise
our requirements as much as possible
with their other donors. Regular ‘donor
round tables’ with Concern’s partners in
South Sudan helped us to coordinate in
many ways including on planning,
budgeting, monitoring, reporting and
capacity building.

Using techniques such as participatory or
joint monitoring with our partners and
communities will help to turn the focus
of these exercises into learning in order to
improve work, rather than simply
fulfilling requirements for their own
sake.2

5www.intrac.org

Striking a useful balance – an INGO perspective

What is surprising is how
often we INGOs end up
working with corrupt or
ineffective organisations

continued on page 6...
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International Civil Society Forum in Cyprus
Nicosia, Cyprus, 7 June 2008 

We will celebrate the culmination of INTRAC’s programme in Cyprus with an
International Civil Society Forum with our partners, MC and NGO Support
Centre. 

The forum will be an information-packed conference on EU policy influencing
and peacebuilding. Speakers include both officials and CSOs working on policy
influencing, and a keynote speech from Sakharov Peace Prize winner Salih
Mahmoud Osman from the Sudan Organisation Against Torture, who has extensive
experience of the power of civil society. 

For more information visit www.intrac.org/pages/international_forum.html

If you are interested in civil society development in the Eastern Mediterranean,
Cyprus, EU enlargement, or the role of civil society in peacebuilding, and would
like a place at the forum, contact Project and Communications Officer Carey
Gordon at cgordon@intrac.org

CIVICUS World Assembly 2008 – Middle East Workshop: Is Civil
Society the Answer in the Middle East?
Glasgow, Scotland, 20 June 2008

IMTI, UN-ESCWA and INTRAC’s partnership workshop will focus on civil
society in the Middle East. This event will identify challenges to civil society and
will seek to find ways forward to enable people in the region to realise greater
power in the future.

The CIVICUS World Assembly (www.civicusassembly.org) is a forum for
international civil society representatives to get together, exchange ideas,
experiences and build strategies for a just world.

For more information visit www.intrac.org/pages/conferences.html or email
conferences@intrac.org

INTRAC Conference: Whatever Happened to Civil Society?
KDK Conference Centre, the Netherlands, 3–5 December 2008

INTRAC’s international conference will re-examine the concept and role of civil
society and focus on its significance in relation to current debates and practice in
development, human rights and democracy promotion. The conference will
explore the following issues: 

• Concepts and practice: what do we mean by civil society?

• Relationships between civil society and the aid industry

• Civil society and the State – contractor, watchdog or antagonist?

• New challenges for civil society

Call for papers: Contributions are invited of case studies that document the
roles, activities and interactions of civil society actors in their work on
development, human rights protection and democracy promotion. Please contact
conferences@intrac.org for further information.

Deadline for case studies: 25 August 2008. 

For more information on the conference visit
www.intrac.org/pages/cseventmain08.html

Upcoming INTRAC events
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We must all remain accountable
Let us be realistic. We should not ask
INGOs to reduce their reporting
requirements to the extent that funds
spent by partners are not being accounted
for. INGOs accept funds on behalf of
poor and marginalised people, and we
must be vigilant in ensuring that benefits
reach these people. This will always
require some monitoring and reporting,
but our challenge is to make sure that this
is not overly burdensome and distracting.

Finally, local organisations must take
responsibility for ensuring, to the best of
their ability, that their work is of good
quality, that they use resources effectively,
and that they involve communities in
setting their priorities. This will help to
develop the kind of trust that is needed
for partnerships that will have a positive
impact on the communities we aim to
serve.

Sinead Walsh
Advocacy Support Officer

Concern Worldwide
sinead.walsh@concern.net

1 However, a political correctness surrounds
the literature on partnership and such issues
are rarely discussed frankly, as they should be. 

2 Reducing requirements may need
negotiation with back donors of the INGO
which we should be prepared to undertake.

Relationships do not get built
over reporting on logframe

indicators, but rather through
spending time together

What do you think about
ONTRAC? Email your feedback

to Linda Lönnqvist at
llonnqvist@intrac.org
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I recently gave a short talk about evaluation to
a group of World Bank operations staff from the
Middle East and North Africa region, who were
meeting in Tunis. I spoke about the
opportunity evaluation affords for reflecting on
experience and the value of sharing and building
on good practice. My words largely fell on deaf
ears. 

Evaluation isn’t everyone’s cup of tea and I
expected to hear some of the usual
complaints about evaluation getting in the
way of ‘real’ work, or of being ‘behind the
curve’. But I was surprised
by the strong reaction.
There was a heartfelt
rejection of ‘anything
beginning with Q or I –
quality assurance,
implementation completion
reports, independent
evaluation, inspection and
all that’. Participants were
deeply sceptical of the value of oversight
activities of any sort, which they lumped
together. They clearly felt they had little
control over the processes, prompting their
defensive reaction.

The views of these World Bank operations
staff seem remarkably close to the Director
of the community-oriented NGO in Latin
America, with the same tone of
exasperated despair. Why is it that people
working in such different settings and
institutions have such similar views? 

Part of the answer lies in the rising
emphasis across the whole aid industry on
accountability and results. ’Results-based
management’ is part of a wider trend in
public administration: it is not difficult to
find civil servants, teachers or public sector
professionals in the UK or the US who,
like our colleague in Latin America, feel
weighed down by reporting requirements
and the need to ‘feed the beast’ of
bureaucracy. 

Yet concerns about accountability and
results seem to be particularly sharp in
relation to aid. This is not new:
governments and taxpayers have long
expressed the need to know more about
what was happening in far-away places
where funds might go astray. It is
significant that official development
assistance was one of the first areas in
which evaluation systems were established.

In the UK, only in the last ten years has
evaluation been more generally used across
the public service. 

Rising aid budgets – elaborate
oversight systems 
With rising aid budgets, decision makers
have become more nervous about the use
of aid funds. This has led to increasingly
elaborate oversight systems and reporting
requirements at all levels. As a country
director for DFID for several years, I saw
internal reporting requirements increasing,

year on year, while
external oversight
requirements from
the National Audit
Office and others
also increased. Only
last year, the UK
established a high-
level committee to
monitor the work
of DFID’s

Evaluation Department. Since I joined the
African Development Bank a few months
ago, there have been visits by the UK
Parliament’s International Development
Committee, a UK Government Minister
and an Opposition aid spokesman, as well
as several delegations of aid officials
(reflecting the fact
that the UK is now
the biggest bilateral
donor to the Bank).
Other donors also
monitor the Bank’s
work, although
perhaps not quite so
closely. 

NGOs have contributed to the demand for
accountability, rightly insisting that aid
agencies should have transparent and
accountable processes for managing public
funds. The Bretton Woods Project has
lobbied hard and successfully on the World
Bank: in its recent review of the World
Bank, the UK Parliament’s International
Development Committee made extensive
reference to evidence from the Project.
Multilateral institutions know that they
have to show results and are developing
increasingly elaborate oversight systems –
hence the grumbles I heard from World
Bank staff. It is perhaps ironic that growing
demands for accountability are affecting
NGOs in similar ways. 

Can we tame the bureaucratic beast?
Growing demands for accountability and
results-based management are part of the
picture. Yet the multiplication of control
systems does not seem to assuage the
apparent anxiety and scepticism that
decision makers and the public feel in
relation to aid (and indeed to public
services across the board). Perhaps the real
issues lie deeper, in the widely perceived
decline in confidence in authority at all
levels, and the erosion of trust.

If so, this takes us back to an old question
concerning monitoring and evaluation.
Can instruments of oversight and control
be reclaimed for learning, sharing and
building wider understanding? Evaluation
should support public accountability – but
it should also contribute to public
understanding. If evaluators are ‘behind the
curve’ it is often not so much in the issues
they analyse as in the way they share their
conclusions, which is usually to limited
effect.

These issues also raise another perennial
concern, about the direction of
accountability. While there is domestic
pressure on aid agencies to be more
accountable, we also need to see stronger

mechanisms for oversight
and public accountability in
developing countries if
ownership is to be
meaningful, and partnerships
are to be less lopsided. 

The burgeoning demand for
accountability will not go

away. New kinds of development partner
may be part of the answer, but it will also
be important to work for change within
existing systems. The question for all
involved with development assistance is
how to tame the bureaucratic beast and to
develop lean and intelligent systems which,
while satisfying legitimate demands for
accountability, support our work and help
to share it with a wider audience. This
should not be an add-on but a central part
of the day job of changing things for the
better. Can we tame the beast?

Colin Kirk 
Director, Operations Evaluation 

African Development Bank
c.kirk@afdb.org

Scrutiny and scepticism from London to Tunis

There was a heartfelt
rejection of ‘anything

beginning with Q or I –
quality assurance,
implementation

completion reports,
independent evaluation,
inspection and all that‘

As a country director
for DFID for several

years, I saw both
internal and external

reporting requirements
increasing, year on year
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Creative Facilitation 
11-13 June 2008
Duration: 3 days
Location: London (Non-residential) 
Theme: Organisational Capacity Building
Price: £475

An energetic course that seeks to equip and refresh facilitators
with new tools and methods of inspiring others. This course
outlines the tools and techniques of facilitation, including the use
of drama and film clips, and managing group dynamics. By the
end of the course, you will have a clear understanding of
facilitation, an increased awareness of your own style and
strengths, and be familiar with a wide range of tools and
techniques.

Organisational Development
23-27 June 2008
Duration: 5 days
Location: Oxford (Residential)
Theme: Organisational Capacity Building
Price: £999

Developing the capacity of your civil society organisation and of
partner organisations is a current priority for senior CSO
managers and practitioners. This course is designed for those with
some experience of organisational capacity building who wish to
explore organisational development as a planned learning process
to improve organisational performance and self-awareness. The
course will enable you to design and facilitate organisational
change processes.

Advanced Participatory Monitoring and
Evaluation
14-18 July 2008
Duration: 5 days
Location: Oxford (Residential)
Theme: Participatory Development and Organisational Capacity
Building
Price: £999

Explore M&E in depth. You will learn how to develop a cost-
effective monitoring and evaluation system that can generate
enough information and quality data to provide a development
agency with a reliable understanding of the outputs, outcomes and
impacts of development initiatives. This course is for practitioners
who already have M&E experience. 

Advocacy and Policy Influencing 
8-12 September 2008
Duration: 5 days
Location: Oxford (Residential)
Theme: Strengthening Civil Society and Organisational Capacity
Building
Price: £999

This course gives you a thorough understanding of how to
influence the policy making process in your own context. You will
learn skills to help you formulate and plan effective advocacy
strategies. Improve your ability to lobby decision makers, and gain
confidence in relating to the media – give new life to your
campaigning!

Introduction to Monitoring and
Evaluation
22-28 September 2008
Duration: 5 days
Location: Oxford (Residential) 
Theme: Participatory Development and Organisational Capacity
Building
Price: £999

Monitoring and evaluation is essential in providing greater
accountability for civil society organisations; it can also provide
unique information about the performance of policies,
programmes and projects. On this course you will learn how to
begin designing and implementing monitoring and evaluation
systems enabling you to understand the different realities and
perceptions around you.

INTRAC training For more information on the courses below, please visit www.intrac.org/training.php 

or email training@intrac.org
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